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one hand, some of those countries have
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more in common with some of the per-

speakers from various continents, the event

manent members of the UNSC (P5)
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than with other E10. On the other hand,

and perspectives within international organ-

the lack of ideas and constructive lead-

izations like the UN. The controversial de-

ership on an international level creates

bate not only dealt with the topic of multi-

possibilities for regional powers like

lateralism, but also showed what this notion

South Africa and Germany to step in

means in practice. So which role can the
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E10 have? First of all, it is important to understand how regional powers act and what

In his opening remarks Henning Suhr, Resi-
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mentioned some worrying examples which

man Institute of Global and Area Studies
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The geopolitical world is shifting. While institutions like the UN keep on contributing

Reluctant regional powers

to achieve a better tomorrow, multilateralism has stagnated. Democratic principles

She introduced the concept of reluctance in
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multilateralism for being too slow. Liberal
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the concept is not. This means a country is

goals and might even aim to “implement a
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common European foreign policy”. On the
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others”. In a political context, it often refers
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sion-making. She went on to explain that a
multitude of actors and institutions within

Opportunities for South Africa

one state are an indicator for reluctance.
Another reason for a state being disinclined

The international community has at present

to take action is that other states might in-
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ideas to develop multilateralism further. “It
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states can approach a multilateral problem
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made reference to the US foreign policy

pects were addressed: For example, there

which often forces smaller countries to de-

have been several military actions in the
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past decade, e.g. the war in Syria. When it

American approach. But even for regional

comes to Venezuela, right now military in-

powers like Germany, it is difficult to “get

terventions are openly discussed by some

something off the ground as it has to start

countries as viable approach to the swelling

from scratch every eight years”, added Dr.

crisis under the dictatorship of Nicolás Ma-

Martin Schäfer, the German Ambassador to

duro. However, most panelists agreed that,

South Africa. Hence it is complicated for a

when it comes to intervening in foreign

country to get its own way with the P5.

countries which suffer from a humanitarian
crisis, military action should be the last op-

Additionally, the E10 countries can have

tion. They stated that the kind of interven-

very different goals and perspectives. Pro-
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fessor Adekeye Adebajo (University of Jo-

aim at achieving peace through negotiations

hannesburg) explained that the E10 partial-
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and actors affected by the crisis. They “have
a clear solution in mind” before intervening.
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to be aware of the fact that the actors of
the respective country need to own the so-
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men. According to Dr. Martin Schäfer, taking military action has to be the very last
option. He mentions the Marshall Plan of the
late 1940s as an ideal way of defending national interest without intervening militarily.
Rubens Douarte (Institute of Military Forces
Brazil) argued that Western countries recognising

the “self-declared Venezuelan in-

terim president Guaido as legitimate head
of state” is in contrast a bad way of diplomatic intervening. He explained that “you
can either be democratic or not. That means
you cannot recognize an “undemocratic”
president only because he is more in line
with your goals”. He admonished Western
countries to be more consistent.
Courage for cooperation
Henning Suhr indicated that the KonradAdenauer-Stiftung is engaged for peace and
security worldwide and therefore organized
with its partner, the Wits-University, this
series

on

foreign

policy.

The

Konrad-

Adenauer-Stiftung creates a space for discussion in order to reflect on multilateralism
and the question how it could be strengthened. Dialogue is the first step.
As the debate revealed: it is unlikely that
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change and the E10 are not pulling in the
same direction. They often fail to cooperate
in order to increase their influence and decrease the dominance of the P5. Taking the
right approach and considering the opportunities and the limits of their influence, the
E10 could be part of a productive and positive change in the near future. In this regard, regional powers like South Africa can
play a crucial role. Thanks to the participants, this panel discussion succeeded in
giving thought-provoking insights and a
profound understanding of how international
relations work. More mutual understanding
is necessary between European, American
and African perspectives to find common
ground for dealing with global challenges.

